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AN OBJECTIVE
MODERN
ALTERNATIVE
to the Swinging Flashlight Test

EyeKinetix®

EyeKinetix is an objective automated 
pupillographer used to assess and document 
Relative Afferent Pupillary Defects (RAPD). 

Pupil testing is a required part of a 
comprehensive eye examination, historically 
performed as a subjective observation, and 
considered by many clinicians as difficult to 
perform well.

It is a machine vision alternative to the 
swinging flashlight test (SFT) invented over 
a century ago by Dr. Marcus Gunn. The SFT 
is notoriously difficult for humans to do well, 
is non-standardized, and is rarely quantified 
using neutral density filters. Additionally, 
subtle RAPDs have been shown to be 
clinically significant1.

How Does it Work?

EyeKinetix utilizes an LED array to present 
monocular stimuli to constrict the pupils 
which are monitored with a proprietary pupil 
tracking algorithm.

The pupillary reflexes are recorded 
binocularly under infrared light with high-
definition video cameras measuring the 
amplitude, timing, and velocity of the direct 
and consensual pupil reflexes.

Asymmetry is quantified and presented as 
the RAPDx® score, which is an analog of the 
swinging flashlight test if quantified using 
neutral density filters.
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• Objective, easy to operate, small footprint
• Binocular exam typically less than a 

minute
• Save time by confidently delegating this 

important exam to your technicians 
• Detailed reporting with ‘at a glance’ 

interpretation using the RAPDx® score2

Key Features:

• Glaucoma
• Brain & intraocular tumors
• Optic neuritis
• Multiple sclerosis
• Alzheimer’s
• Parkinson’s

Examples of Disorders that May 
Cause an RAPD:

What Causes an RAPD?

The RAPD response is a measure of asymmetry which may occur with optic nerve, retinal 
or cerebral vascular disease, and amblyopia, specifically when there is a difference in the 
disease process between the two eyes. Pupil testing is recommended in the Academy of 
Ophthalmology Preferred Practice Pattern® for POAG and POAG Suspect.

RAPDx Score is a differential assessment of the mean of 
the right eye stimulated constrictions versus the mean of 
the left eye stimulated constrictions.

In this example, the RAPDx score indicates that the left eye 
sees less light and the averaged score is recorded as 0.72 
(constriction amplitude differential).

RAPDx® Score

6 objective results that are provided by EyeKinetix are:

• Resting pupil diameter
• Latency, onset of constriction
• Velocity of constriction
• Amplitude of constriction
• Latency, maximum constriction
• Velocity of recovery



Specifications

Fundamental Method Objective, automated, infrared pupillography

Testing Options RAPDx test

Form Factor Can be used with desktop mount or handheld

Stimulator System Array of RGBW High Brightness High Dynamic Range LEDs

Imaging System Binocular synchronized resolution NIR sensitive machine-vision cameras

Frame Rate Up to 120Hz depending on test options

Resolution Up to 1280x960 pixels per eye

Eye tracking & Image Analysis Real-time proprietary machine-vision algorithm detects pupil size, center, and location

Outlier & Blink Rejection Automatic blink rejection and outlier analysis. Manual override available.

Database & Storage Patient Name, ID, DOB searchable database. Pupil recordings saved for playback.

Reporting Dell AIO PC with custom, high-precision color profiled 22” anti-glare monitor, Windows 
10 Pro, keyboard and mouse

Help & Support Beautifully illustrated on-screen help and remote access for training and technical 
support

Regulatory Class I, 510(k) exempt

Accessories

Computer Windows 10 Pro 12.2” touch-screen convertible tablet PC with Intel Core i5-8250U, 8GB 
RAM, 256GB Solid-State Storage
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Interested in learning more?

(949) 576-2200

Live Chat @ KonanMedical.com

sales@KonanMedical.com

KonanMedical.com
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